Abstract -Two all-spherical catadioptric optical systems with a Mangin mirror are described. The design A (aperture 500 mm, f/2.0) has flat field of view of 7 • in diameter; the design B (aperture 1000 mm, f/1.7) has 10 • flat field. Both designs show near-diffraction-limited images. The D 80 diameter for the design A in the integral waveband 0.45-0.85 mcm varies from 1 ′′ .3 on the optical axis up to 2 ′′ .2 at the edge of the field (6.2 − 10.7 µm); the corresponding range of the D 80 diameter for the design B is 1 ′′ .5 − 1 ′′ .9 (12.4 − 16.2 µm). The designs include simple glass types, mainly Schott N-BK7 and fused silica. In case of need, better images could be attained by a choice of other glass, aspherisation of some surfaces, etc.
Introduction
The spherical meniscus with a reflective back surface is applied in astronomy since early investigations by W. Hamilton [1814] , Mangin [1876] , and Schuppmann [1899] . One can find a number of such designs in the books by Maxwell [1972] , Wilson [1996] , Rutten and van Venrooij [1999] , and in the cited there papers. The dual purpose of the present research is to substantially enlarge an angular field of view of a Mangin-based system and a telescope's aperture, given spherical form of its surfaces. 
Design A
The layout, the performance, and the complete set of parameters of the design A are given, respectively, in Fig. 1 , Table 1 of the primary text, and  Table A1 of the Appendix. The description of surfaces corresponds to the ZEMAX 1 optical program. The basic features of the system A can be described as follows: 1) The all-spherical optics, 2) a remote aperture stop, 3) a large corrector lens used in the double-pass mode, 4) a Mangin mirror, 5) a two-lens exit corrector made of the simple glass. Let us discuss the features in brief.
As is well known, the all-spherical optics is not only cheaper at manufacturing, but also allows to make the surfaces very smooth. Latter property highly promotes increase of the image quality and mitigates tolerances.
The position of the aperture stop is important both for compensation of aberrations and for attaining low obscuration of light given such a field size -we have here only 23% of vignetted rays over all field. Even a more important role in providing low vignetting plays the fact that the large corrector lens works in a double-pass mode. The versions of the design A with less field and a hole in the corrector lens were described by Ceravolo [2007] and Terebizh [2007] as the development of the original system of Hamilton [1814] . Aberrations of a Mangin mirror were repeatedly discussed in literature (see the above mentioned references), so we only note here that apprehensions connected with more severe tolerances of an internal mirror surface seem to be groundless. A version of the system A of slightly less size has been made recently in Sternberg Astronomical Institute, it shows the perfect images.
As to the glass types, the basic Schott glass N-BK7 has been used for the large optical elements, although fused silica is also allowable. There are a few attractive choices of glasses for two lenses of the exit corrector; we have preferred a pair N-BAK2 plus N-BASF64 to somewhat better combinations because of their presence in a renewed Schott catalogue and the low cost, only 2.0 and 3.0 relatively to N-BK7.
Let us consider the image quality of the design A. Fig. 2 depicts the corresponding spot diagrams. Since a point-like object produces images of 
Design B
Main difference of the design B from the considered above system consists in an additional large lens, which is also applied in a double-pass mode (Fig. 3 , Tables 1 and A2 ). The double-lens entrance corrector has allowed us to reach twice larger aperture and 10
• -field at nearly the same image quality as before. The changes of secondary importance are the position of the aperture stop and the curved detector's window. The stop remains far from the Mangin mirror to efficiently suppress its aberrations. Since linear size of the field of view is now more than 300 mm, there is good reason to believe that it is easier to make a slightly curved window lens than a strictly flat plate.
This time we prefer to use fused silica, instead of N-BK7, for the large optical elements. The latter glass is applied for the second lens of the exit 
Concluding remarks
Both considered above systems represent base models intended to attain images about one-second-of-arc quality in a flat field up to 10
• in diameter, given spherical optics and low obscuration of light. If the better images are necessary, one could apply further known means, in particular, aspherisation of some surfaces and sophisticated exit corrector. Since the basic designs deliberately were optimized for the spherical set of surfaces, the first of the mentioned ways is rather inefficient, while the second one is quite productive. For example, the use of a fluoro-crown (like N-FK51A) or phosphate crown (like N-PK52A) in a 3-or 4-lens exit corrector provides really sub-arcsecond images in a wide, as before, field.
It is worth to note also that both systems under consideration are well protected from stray light.
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Appendix:
The complete description of the designs 
